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What causes most sales professionals sleep loss? “Satisfying my current clients” is frequently close to the top of the list. Yet, while many sales agents focus on current clients, they under-invest in activities to generate new clients. And, when they do connect with current clients, sales agents attempt to tap their existing clientele for referrals using email “blasts” and other “efficient” or what might be deemed impersonal approaches.

However, some clients should receive more personalized, closer touches from you. Keeping personally connected with the right existing clients is important for long-term success. So, which clients should be hearing from you more than once a year through more personal touches? In this article, we examine the metrics used for client analysis to help you select the right clients to maintain in your Personal Touch Portfolio.

Identifying the Right Existing Clients for the PTP

The process of defining the right client to receive personal touches has escalated in complexity. A variety of metrics exist but not all guarantee that you are focused on the right clients for long-term profitability (Reinhartz and Kumar 2003). While you know that all clients are not alike, the question remains: how should you identify the right clients, among your existing clients, upon which to focus your more personal marketing efforts?

To cut to the chase, we must say that there is not a single metric that allows you to easily identify the right clients for your more personal marketing efforts. So, we offer you several common metrics to consider when identifying the right clients for your Personal Touch Portfolio.

Client Satisfaction

Strengthening relationships with satisfied clients is important as satisfaction is a key driver of client loyalty and retention (Gupta and Zeithaml 2006). Typically defined as a client’s judgment that a product/service meets or exceeds expectations (a disconfirmation of expectations model),
client satisfaction improvements are shown to have significant and positive impact on financial performance. Yet, the relationship between satisfaction and financial performance shows substantial variance (Gupta and Zeithaml 2006). So, satisfaction is one useful criterion in deciding with whom to keep in personal touch.

**Action item for the sales agent:** Do you give your clients the opportunity to rate their satisfaction with you, the buying/selling process, the home purchased (among buyers) and the deal struck (among sellers)? Do you capture that satisfaction information in a client database so you can use this information as one factor when prioritizing your PTP clients? Highly satisfied clients should be considered for regular contact in your PTP.

**Client Loyalty**

Client loyalty is a deeply held commitment to repurchase from a sales professional in the future, despite competitors’ efforts to attract that client (Oliver 1997). Based on their research, Reinartz and Kumar (2002) recommend that sales agents pay attention to the use of attitudinal indicators to examine true client loyalty:

- *Are you loyal to NAME of SALES AGENT or NAME of BROKERAGE OPERATION?*

- *Are you interested in switching to another sales agent or brokerage firm for your next residential real estate need?*

**Action item for the sales agent:** Do you have data by which you can gauge your clients’ attitudinal loyalty to you or their propensity to use another sales agent for their next home purchase? Clients reporting strong loyalty should be considered for regular contact in your PTP.

**Purchase History**

Marketers commonly use client purchase history information to identify the right clients for marketing campaigns as such data serve as drivers of important outcomes. The Reach Frequency Monetary (RFM) model uses historical purchase data to score clients on the basis of how recently they made a purchase (recency), how often they purchase (frequency), and how much they typically spend (monetary). Unfortunately, typical RFM scoring approaches result in an overinvestment of lapsed clients (Reinartz and Kumar 2002). However, we see some interesting applicability of this model to residential real estate.

**Action item for the sales agent:** Do you engage your current clients in a “historical walk through” of their home purchases, asking when they purchased their first home, what was important to them as they made that purchase, and what circumstances prompted them to move to their next home? After asking about their first home, repeat this line of questioning to understand the client’s entire home purchase history. By capturing this “home history,” you can identify how the RFM model relates to each client:
1) What are the drivers of the client’s recent move(s) vs. the move(s) made earlier in the client’s life? (recency)

2) How frequently has the client moved over his/her life? How has that frequency changed over the last part of the client’s move history? (frequency)

3) How the home needs have changed over time? How have the client’s career situations changed over time and affected the financial resources? (monetary)

You may want to increase the frequency of your personal touch among clients who have:

1) Lived in their current home for 5 years or more.

2) Changed their household structure (more or fewer members) or experienced job advancement recently.

**Net Promoter Scores**

Clients should be part of your PTP if they are advocates for you. Client advocacy can be measured through a variety of means. The Net Promoter® Score, introduced by Reichheld and commercialized by Bain & Company, represents a loyalty and advocacy metric calculated via a single question (Reichheld 2006; [www.netpromoter.com](http://www.netpromoter.com)):

> How likely is it that you would recommend [NAME] to a friend or colleague?

The single question is posed to current clients in order to classify them into three groups according to their responses on a 0-to-10 point rating scale:

- **Promoters** (score 9-10): loyal enthusiasts who continue buying and referring other clients

- **Passives** (score 7-8): satisfied clients who lack enthusiasm and attitudinal loyalty, making them particularly vulnerable to competitor’s activities

- **Detractors** (score 0-6): dissatisfied clients may damage your brand and reputation, hamper new client acquisition, and impede your growth through negative word-of-mouth ([www.netpromoter.com](http://www.netpromoter.com)).

**Action item for the sales agent:** The opportunity from this metric is pretty clear as sales agents should query their current clients regularly to determine if they are promoters, passives or detractors. You should plan to touch “Promoters” regularly as part of your PTP.

While the Net Promoter Score concept has been adopted quite extensively, Keiningham, Cooil, Andreassen, and Aksoy (2007) caution that future client loyalty behaviors, such as retention, share of wallet, and word of mouth, are distinct. Consequently, no single measure appears to adequately predict future loyalty behaviors among clients (Keiningham and Aksoy 2008).
Client Advocacy

Research shows that internet shoppers choosing an online retailer as a result of WOM referrals yield more sales than do internet shoppers who “search” the Internet to find a product (Choi, Bell, and Lodish 2008). So, having current clients refer prospective clients through social networks and word of mouth is an important part of the “right client” discussion (Blackshaw 2008).

Today, WOM or client advocacy measures can be more than self-reported via surveys. You can easily identify, track and measure the impact that individual clients may have on your business through your client’s online activities, such as blogging, posting to message boards, answering questions for other clients in online forums, etc. Researchers are just beginning to understand and incorporate these measures into analysis for defining the right client (Blackshaw 2008). Sales and marketing professionals will likely experiment with a variety of measurement approaches while scholars and consultants create a foundation of current research.

Action item for the sales agent: One way to track your clients’ advocacy is to set up a web-based alert for your name and your firm’s name. Using Google (www.google.com) for example, or another search engine, you can have a daily digest of web-based mentions pushed to your computer. Sales agents can easily identify and capture the source of the mention into their PTP and keep track of which clients are serving as on-line advocates, making it relatively easy to identify priority clients for personal touches.

Profitable Loyalty

It should be clear by now that defining the right clients for the PTP requires attending to multiple dimensions of client behavior, client attitudes as well as client profitability – both historical and future profitability. Client profitability analysis, which involves estimating the profitability of individual clients, can be accomplished via a variety of measurement processes (Heitger and Heitger 2008). IPSOS, an international marketing research firm operating in 64 countries (www.ipsos.com) offers a proprietary composite measure called Profitable Loyalty to help its clients create stronger financial performance. The IPSOS measure focuses attention on clients showing greatest Profitable Loyalty across three dimensions: attitude (affective commitment, brand preference), behavior (share of wallet, momentum, which is recent change in behavior), and value (profitability) (Keiningham and Aksoy 2008). Although this Profitable Loyalty measure comprises a good balance of dimensions, it is a proprietary measure so we do not have direct access to their methodology. However, we can consider IPSOS’ measure when identifying factors to consider for our PTP work.

Action item for the sales agent: Assuming that you have identified the need to capture and track satisfaction, loyalty, and advocacy, consider tracking the value of the historical home purchases as well as some estimate of your time required to facilitate each sale. For example, if one client takes 2-3 years of “looking” before moving, that client might represent a different
profitability outcome than the client who looks and decides typically within a 4-6 month window. The “big idea” with profitable loyalty is to identify the value as well as the cost-to-serve for your clients so you can prioritize your personal touches for clients who represent the best return.

**Client Lifetime Value (CLV)**

The measures that we have considered thus far might be considered “backward-looking measures” in that they focus on past patterns of behaviors, attitudes and profits and therefore suggest that the future will reflect patterns of the past. Yet, we know that in prioritizing clients for our PTP, we might consider present profitability as well as future profit potential (Niraj, Gupta, Narasimhan 2001). One such measure, the lifetime value of a client (CLV) is defined as the present value of all future profits achieved from a specific client during the length of the client’s relationship with you. Using CLV to guide your client relationship efforts allows you to strategically focus your time, marketing dollars and resources on those clients representing the best long-term potential.

**Measuring Client Lifetime Value**

Calculating the lifetime value of a single client can be quite challenging. While there is an array of CLV formulas, the basic components of most calculations include current revenues and expenditures for a client, projected duration of the client relationship, projected revenues and expenses for the client for duration of the relationship, and projected interest rates for each year of the relationship.

In fairness, CLV is really more of an orientation or a mindset than it is a specific formula. Since the calculations proposed by many academicians can be quite onerous, we recommend that sales agents wishing to embrace the lifetime valuation process begin with a conceptual equation as a starting point. An example from Gupta and Zeithaml (2006):

\[
CLV_{i} = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \frac{(P_{t} - C_{t})}{(1+i)^{t}} - AC
\]

Where

- \(P_{t}\) = listing price paid for a home by a client at time \(t\)
- \(C_{t}\) = direct cost of servicing the client at time \(t\), including the cost of the home (minus commissions) and the cost to serve the client during the home buying process
- \(i\) = discount rate or cost of capital
- \(T^{*}\) = expected lifetime of a client
- \(AC\) = initial acquisition cost for that client

A common approach used to estimate the expected lifetime of a client is to limit the calculation to a three- to five-year-range. Yet, to make the CLV measurement meaningful in residential real estate, we do not recommend using a limited time horizon.
**Action item for the sales agent:** Think about how the concept of CLV might shape your behavior and engagement with clients. Consider how you might include an estimation of future value in your assessment process for the PTP. Don’t get lost in the particulars of an equation.

**Summary**

*Highly satisfied* clients should be high priorities for the sales agent’s Personal Touch Portfolio. Other measures discussed in this article are also useful for prioritizing PTP clients. In fact, the composite CLV captures the future value represented by the client as well as several other key dimensions:

- **loyalty** -- by including the expected length of a relationship for future financial calculations,

- **profitable loyalty** -- by including cost-to-serve elements in the calculation, and

- **purchase history** -- by including listing price paid for homes over time.

Ignored by the CLV measure but also important for prioritizing personal contacts is each client’s potential to be your *loyal advocate*. Sales agents should plan to personally touch those clients who are loyal advocates as evidenced through net promoter scores, survey-reported word-of-mouth advocacy, and demonstrated online advocacy.

Clearly, the most crucial clients to stay in touch with are those providing the highest level of current profit margin and promising the highest levels of future profit potential (largest lifetime valuation). In addition to these current and future profitability dimensions, sales agents should also prioritize personal contacts toward a client who demonstrates his willingness to be loyal advocate.
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